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Alan Dean Foster Boxed Set

1994-10

in the moment of the magician alan dean foster continues the adventures of jon
thomas meriweather the spellsinger in a land where magic and constant danger
combine against a background of beauty and individual courage jon tom as he is
known in the land in his quest to find a way back to his own world discovers
that there exists in the land another human from earth who may hold the secret
he so desperately seeks this individual however is reputedly evil and has
strange powers jon tom s adventures in seeking out this mysterious and
dangerous human make this sequel to the day of dissonance a suspenseful and
exciting saga in the spellsinger epoch

The Moment of the Magician

2012-09-18

dreams of love hate fear and revenge come true in wolfstroker willie whitehorse
could have been just another boozed up guitarist if it hadn t been for his
songs somehow they were different they reached out and grabbed people s souls
now agent sam parker wanted a piece of the action but when he had it sam knew
he d made a terrible mistake a mistake it was much too late to correct with
friends like these the aliens had returned to earth after centuries because
they needed allies but after hundreds of years they had no idea what they would
be getting the universe into and they soon found out dream gone green pericles
was a poet and a genius who also happened to be a horse why johnny can t speed
a father could teach his son a lot of important things but combat on the
freeways wasn t one of them not when the kit was eighteen and too full of
himself to survive but revenge did have it s compensations

With Friends Like These

2013-08-29

pip and flinx book thirteen i know who your father is gestalt a stunned flinx
hears these dying words from one of the renegade eugenicists whose experiments
with humans twenty odd years ago shocked the galaxy and spawned flinx so flinx
and his minidrag pip venture to gestalt an out of the way planet that may
supply the key to flinx s shadowy past and strange powers unfortunately for
flinx gestalt also hosts a resident bounty hunter who s just learned about the
stupendous reward offered for a certain dead redhead flinx gets a chance to
test his adversary s skills when our hero s skimmer is blasted out of the sky
and into a raging river in the middle of nowhere a nowhere of impassable
terrain and ravenous carnivorous beasts

Patrimony

2012-12-14

after millennia of relentless war the union of alien races called the weave was
on the verge of winning a decisive victory thanks to their new allies from
earth who in a mere handful of centuries had proved masters of combat but then
the birdlike wais scholar lalelelang found disturbing evidence that humans



might not adapt so easily to peace that natural human aggression would next be
turned against the weave unless they were once again confined to fight amongst
themselves when her field research revealed the existence of a secret group of
powerfully telepathic humans called the core it looked as if lalelelang would
be the first victim in a new war between humans and their allies but just as
her fate was sealed a lone core commander took a chance on her intelligence and
compassion gambling the fate of humanity on the possibility that together they
could both find an alternative to a galaxy wide bloodbath

The Spoils of War

2014-06-30

the day of dissonance continues alan dean foster s epoch fantasy set in a
strange world where magic beauty and violence challenge jon thomas meriweather
the spellsinger in this enchanting sequel to spellsinger and the hour of the
gate the wizard clothahump sends the spellsinger on a perilous and adventure
filled quest it is on this journey that the powers of his musical magic are
tested to their fullest

The Day of the Dissonance

2012-08-06

they called him flinx he was just a freckle faced redheaded kid with green eyes
and a strangely compelling stare when mother mastiff first saw him on the
auctioneer s block one hundred credits and he was hers for years the old woman
was his only family she loved him fed him taught him everything she knew even
let him keep the deadly flying snake he called pip then mother mastiff
mysteriously disappeared and flinx took pip to tail her kidnappers across the
forests and swamps of the winged world called moth their only weapons were pip
s venom and flinx s unusual talents

For Love of Mother-Not

2013-05-20

as is evident from his many thrilling novels alan dean foster is a master at
creating other worlds in an array of genres now he turns his imagination to the
short story in these spectacular tales of outer space cyberspace ancient gods
modern demons and mortal horror including the panhandler a predatory lawyer
encounters a fabled boyhood hero and falls victim to the less innocent
intrigues of eternal youth growth not even his minidrag pip can save flinx from
the overly intimate advances of an intruder who goes entirely too far basted a
lowly hen pecked egyptian discovers that the pharaoh s tomb holds exactly what
he needs for a whole new life the killing of bad bull a man with a knack for
getting gambling s one armed bandits to give it up finds himself at the top of
several hit lists at sea a poor scandinavian captain forced into running drugs
is shown a way out of his desperate straits with the help of five beautiful
blondes who are simply out of this world



Exceptions to Reality

2013-02-25

it was just an average day for tabloid reporter max parker when he arrived in
malibu for a demonstration of a brand new parallel universe machine but
everything changed in an instant when inventor barrington boles succeeded in
making max the human gate to numerous parallelities now max was lost in a
virtual sea of collateral worlds confronting man eating aliens dinosaurs
talking frogs dead maxes girl maxes old maxes even ghost maxes his only chance
to escape the space time continuum was to find boles and hole the loony genius
could rescue him but how could he be sure which world was real which max was
max and which boles was the boles who could stop the madness or trap max in the
wrong world forever

Parallelities

2013-02-25

for eons the amplitur had searched space for intelligent species each of which
was joyously welcomed to take part in the fulfillment of the amplitur purpose
whether it wanted to or not when the amplitur and their allies stumbled upon
the races called the weave the purpose seemed poised for a great leap forward
but the weave s surprising unity also gave it the ability to fight the amplitur
and their cause and fight it did for thousands of years will dulac was a new
orleans composer who thought the tiny reef off belize would be the perfect spot
to drop anchor and finish his latest symphony in solitude what he found instead
was a group of alien visitors a scouting party for the weave looking for allies
among what they believed to be a uniquely warlike race humans will tried to
convince the aliens that man was fundamentally peaceful for he understood that
human involvement would destroy the race but all too soon it didn t matter the
amplitur had discovered earth

Dark Star

1974

when a team of scientists starts to investigate the flora and fauna of the
distant planet of xica it soon becomes apparent that this is a unique
opportunity to study alien life forms the planet offers a rich and varied eco
system and each of the scientists recognises what this could mean for their
individual reputations and then their dreams come true they establish first
contact with a humanoid civilization but this is a planet where nature breaks
all the rules where logic falls apart and where nothing is as it seems and
their dreams turn into a nightmare

A Call to Arms

2014-05-29

the crew of the spaceship nostromo is awakened from cryogenic sleep to
investigate a mysterious alien transmission on a nearby planet they discover a
derelict craft and a chamber filled with eggs thousands of them stretching as
far as the eye can see when they return they bring with them a creature that



will teach them the true meaning of fear for as long as they survive this
groundbreaking adaptation by science fiction master alan dean foster captures
the action and sheer terror of the film transferring it to the printed page and
setting a standard that still exists today

Life Form

2013-04-29

bound by honor ehomba has traveled through many exotic and perilous lands on a
quest to save a beautiful princess he has never met from the hands of the evil
hymneth the possessed through all their travels ehomba has ignored the warnings
he has heard from seers and psychics foretelling of disaster and death if the
quest was completed now that ehomba and his traveling party have finally
reached the destination of their epic journey the kingdom ruled by hymneth will
they be able to defend themselves against hymneth s powerful and evil magic
will they be able to rescue the princess and bring her safely home with their
lives intact

Who Needs Enemies?

1984

six unlikely heroes must save a magical realm from dark sorcery in this
delightful fantasy from new york times bestselling author alan dean foster
wizard susname enyndd was the gowdlands kingdom s most powerful protector then
the sinister khaxan mundurucu and a band of goblin warlocks from the totumakk
horde conjured up a curse that reduced the wizard to ash and leeched all the
color from the land but with enyndd s death came a spell that enchanted his six
familiar pets the terrier oskar the songbird taj the boa samm and the cats
cezer cocoa and mamakitty transforming them into human beings capable of
wielding magic now the six companions must embark on a quest into a rainbow to
find the one thing that can lift the evil curse the white light as they travel
through myriad colorful kingdoms while avoiding deadly enemies each must learn
how to control their magical powers and try to get the hang of being human but
at the end of the rainbow the heroes discover an unsettling truth about their
quest and about the magic that can bring about the end of everything an action
packed fantasy one that might have come straight from the vaults of disney
publishers weekly humor and wit enliven this quest tale library journal

Alien: The Official Movie Novelization

2014-04-14

cat a lyst is a purrfectly hilarious science fiction adventure from the new
york times bestselling author of the humanx commonwealth series there s more to
movie star jason carter than his smoldering good looks but hollywood s honchos
aren t interested in casting him as a dramatic lead with little to do on camera
beyond running around a battlefield in a civil war film jason decides it s time
to take a vacation he finds the perfect destination in the peruvian andes where
he believes there is treasure to be found instead jason stumbles upon a hidden
civilization of incas from an alternate dimension planning to conquer earth now
he s on the run with a band of companions including an amazon warrior an
archeologist a tabloid journalist and a cat who just may hold the key to saving



the world

The End of the Matter

1977

flinx born in controversy as the product of illegal genetic experiments flinx
raised an orphan in the streets of drallar on the planet moth flinx the
extraordinary young man with a rare flying snake for a companion always the
inadvertent centre of danger and galactic intrigue even on the backwater worlds
of the commonwealth flinx finds himself in trouble as a rich local bully takes
an unwelcome interest in the minidrag pip fleeing into space flinx arrives on
the strange planet of midworld where an immense kilometre deep jungle is home
to an incredible array of plant and animal life all of it unknown and all of it
deadly it soon becomes apparent that his hiding place is rather more perilous
than he bargained for

Into the Thinking Kingdoms

2000-09-01

wandering out there in some remote region of the galaxy is a gargantuan
sentient tar aiym weapons system all flinx has to do while his pals look after
his injured love clarity held is find the hefty object and persuade it to knock
out the monstrous evil that is hurtling through the space to lay waste to the
entire commonwealth a no brainier really just as soon as flinx and his mini
drag pip visit visaria a dangerously depraved planet to make sure that humans
are indeed worth saving but prospects really go south when flinx runs afoul of
a ruthless crime king what s more a new mystery is waiting to be uncovered a
shocking clue about flinx s shadowy past

Kingdoms of Light

2024-04-09

a far future conspiracy comes to light in this science fiction mystery by new
york times bestselling author alan dean foster the colligatarch is an
artificial intelligence that has guided humanity for more than a century
influencing everything from earth bound business and politics to interstellar
relations with alien species with world leaders following the ai s advice earth
has become a near utopia in phoenix arizona design engineer eric abbott is an
exemplary citizen with an enviable career he has no reason to stray from the
path of the societal system that has rewarded his work ethic and allegiance
until the day he sees a woman whose beauty and aura have no peer her name is
lisa tambor to find her eric will sacrifice the life he s built suddenly he s
traveling incognito defying authority and trespassing on secret private
properties and he s demonstrating superhuman abilities of strength and
endurance he didn t know he had eric s quest to find lisa has caught the
attention of very powerful factions involved in interplanetary intrigue and
they see eric as a threat to be eliminated with extreme prejudice



The Man Who Used the Universe

1999-12-01

far far upriver where knowledge failed and fable ruled in a frozen land of
demons and monsters the city of the dead stood guard over a great treasure now
the mai delta dwellers of the planet horseye as befitted a race of busy traders
and merchants had a great respect and love for wealth but a prudent species
they knew also that danger was well dangerous so their thoughts turned to the
humanx couple lyra and etienne redowl impatiently waiting permission to explore
the planet suddenly bureaucracy was benign permits permitted and their epic
voyage up the most spectacular river chasm in the whole humanx commonwealth was
underway

Cat • A • Lyst

2024-04-09

arriving in the land of ehl larimar he and his loyal friends face their
greatest battle thwarting themaryl s powerful captor hymneth the possessed for
the first time the friends are wondering whether the price of victory may be
too dear

Mid-Flinx

2013-05-31

the official movie tie in novelization of the highly anticipated sequel to 2009
s blockbuster feature film star trek when the crew of the enterprise is called
back home they find an unstoppable force of terror from within their own
organization that has detonated the fleet and everything it stands for leaving
the world in a state of crisis

Trouble Magnet

2013-06-24

a sweeping historical novel set in nineteenth century new zealand from the 1
new york times bestselling author the only son of a poor british coal miner
robert coffin sets sail for the far ends of the earth in search of his fortune
leaving his young bride and infant child behind in england in the sordid and
dangerous south pacific port of kororareka on the sprawling island the native
maori call the land of the long white cloud coffin builds a successful new life
as a merchant he gains an unwavering respect for the aboriginal people and
their culture and finds comfort in the arms of his fiery irish mistress mary
but the unexpected arrival of a china bound clipper bearing his wife holly and
son christopher throws coffin s world into turmoil compounded by the ever
increasing tension between the maori tribes and the mistrusted pakehas who are
plundering their land as the years of a volatile nineteenth century progress
the indomitable family of the stalwart adventurer the maori have named iron
hair will struggle sacrifice and endure through war chaos catastrophe and
change



The I Inside

2024-04-09

the quozl knew they d love the third planet from the sun but it never occurred
to them that anyone lived there

Voyage to the City of the Dead

2013-04-29

abducted by aliens to be sold as pets in a more civilized part of the galaxy
earthlings marcus walker and a scruffy dog named george speech enhanced to
increase his market value have managed to escape their captors walker loves
being humankind s first galactic traveller until he remembers he hasn t a clue
where his home is or how to get there so the erstwhile commodities broker
becomes a chef whipping up delicacies for demanding alien palates of course he
never imagined that the way back to chicago would involve swapping his easy
living adopted planet for an all out age old war many parsecs away but hey it s
all for a good cause h has george and their two fellow escapees for company and
what else is there to do besides avoid nasty aliens plenty it turns out

A Triumph of Souls

2000-06-28

flinx and his amazing minidrag pip are always finding themselves in the middle
of danger and galactic intrigue so flinx is not too surprised when they happen
upon a young woman unconscious upon a river bank deep in the jungles of alaspin
nor is he particularly shocked to discover that she is a brilliant scientist
abducted from a remote outpost on inhospitable longtunnel by a group of fanatic
assassins flinx can see no harm in returning clarity for that is her name to
her base before continuing on his way although he is getting tired of having to
sort out other people s problems he does have his own life to get on with
however he is quite unprepared for the disturbing effect the beautiful clarity
has on him and as he worries about this quite novel problem the assassins are
still at work stopping research at longtunnel is their number one aim and they
aim to kill anyone who gets in the way

Into Darkness

2013-05-14

for three decades science fiction legend alan dean foster has captivated
readers around the world from his debut classic the tar aiym krang and his
inspired scenario for the first star trek movie to a host of new york times
bestsellers including splinter of the mind s eye and flinx in flux in this
collection of twenty brilliant odysseys of the imagination foster once again
soars beyond the limits of reality where the real thrills begin nasa sending
addicts to mars it was the most insane idea in the annals of space travel and
the only one that would work diesel dream sometimes on dark lonely highways
dreams do come true and this trucker s hope was the best one of all sideshow
flinx hadn t a clue about the alien dancer but pip knew trouble when she saw it
empowered a magnificent male discovers the not so super part about being a



superhero the question a bold adventurer determines to solve one of life s
profound mysteries and fourteen other amazing stories

Maori

2015-07-28

homicide or cosmic catastrophe detective vernon moody is a modern cop who likes
to catch killers the modern way with computer webs databases and common sense
so he s not happy when his latest case revolves around the supposedly mystical
properties of a lost navaho sandpainting or when the painting leads him to
suspect an alien presence in his modern world no moody s getting scared and
what started out as a routine murder investigation may uncover the very nature
of reality or destroy it forever

The Spoils of War

1999-07

if they re coming for us who s coming for them a first contact novel from the 1
new york times bestselling author of relic the galaxy is vast and not
everything is what it seems the invasion we always feared is here which begs
the question what do the invaders fear if not us then what or who and what
happens to the would be peacemakers when they find themselves in the middle of
something else something dangerous something highly advanced and something
familiar if humanity is wise we will prepare for everything we can imagine but
we cannot prepare for what we cannot imagine it might be benign it might be
malign or it might be a sign you just have to know where to look praise for
alan dean foster provocative the washington post one of the most consistently
inventive and fertile writers of science fiction and fantasy the times alan
dean foster is a master of creating alien worlds sfrevu foster knows how to
spin a yarn starlog foster does a fine job with his misfit heroes and even with
his minor characters publishers weekly

Aliens

1986-01

pip and flinx book eleven in the outer depths of the universe lies that great
emptiness behind which lurks something dreadful something that is now raging
straight for the commonwealth to avert catastrophe flinx must find a conscious
planet size weapons system and using his heightened mental powers coax it into
joining the battle against the behemoth from beyond so pip and flinx sail their
little spaceship into the unknown only to be forced down for emergency repairs
on planet arrwad home to primitive sentiments and therefore off limits to space
travellers but rules never applied to flinx upon his arrival flinx is besieged
by hordes bent on worshipping him as a god escaping this fate will be as
impossible as fulfilling his dire mission what s a deity to do

Quozl

2012-12-21

born was a child of the rain forest that covered midworld part of the primitive



society that the peaceful jungle planet had sustained for hundreds of years he
was wise in the ways of his world and he knew well the precarious natural
balance that governed all things then one day the aliens came giants they knew
nothing of the upper or lower hell and they cared less born had risked his life
to save them to guide them through the myriad tangled boughs past unseen
unsuspected dangers lurking in the underbrush but worse than their ignorance of
how to survive the aliens had plans for midworld plans that could utterly
destroy the globe spanning forest that his people called home as the days
passed born realized his mistake and as he had once hunted only to live he knew
now that he would be forced to live only to kill

The Light-Years Beneath My Feet

2013-07-25

the humanx commonwealth book seven they call it the drowning world it is fluva
a planet on the fringes of the commonwealth where it rains torrentially
ceaselessly and maddeningly for all but one month of the fluvan year chief
administrator lauren matthias is fairly new to the position her primary goal
keeping fluva s indigenous species the warlike sakuntala and its immigrant
species the timid but hardworking deyzara from annihilating one another the
wettest place on fluva is viisiiviisii an immense mostly unexplored jungle
thanks to the endless rains and humid conditions exotic animals and plants have
thrived there many of them deadly predators yet the same evolutionary process
responsible for creating toxic creatures has made the jungle a treasure trove
of undiscovered botanicals potentially useful in engineering everything from
pharmaceuticals to perfumes a man can get rich there or die trying bio
prospector sadrach hasselemoga has come to the jungle to get rich if he
survives the terrain once his sabotaged ship goes down when a sakuntala and a
deyzara are dispatched by matthias to rescue the unfortunate soul their ship
crashes too now in order to survive the three unlikely allies must do something
that no one has ever done before walk out of the viisiiviisii meanwhile in what
passes for civilization long simmering tensions between sakuntala and deyzara
erupt into violence threatening matthias s official position of neutrality and
her life behind the violence matthias detects a mysterious presence one related
to shadrach s disappearance but how are the two related the answer when it
comes will send shock waves through the entire commonwealth and beyond

Flinx in Flux

2013-06-24

humans are caught up in an alien war in this epic from the 1 new york times
bestselling author of star wars the force awakens and star trek into darkness
for millennia the weave an alliance of species have fought to resist the
telepathic amplitur who strive to unite all self aware life forms in their
great purpose the weave is slowly losing ground but for both sides warfare
focuses more on outthinking and outmaneuvering your foe than destruction in
fact most regard violence as hideously barbaric and even the thought of harming
another sentient being is beyond imagining then they come to earth a call to
arms when one of its scout ships lands on earth the weave quickly realizes that
humanity s almost innate ability to wreak havoc and death may hold the key to
turning the tide in their fight unfortunately for all the amplitur have the
same idea and mankind is caught in the middle the false mirror when the
amplitur unleash an elite cadre of fighters it soon becomes clear that they



have subjected their human prisoners to horrific genetic manipulation but if
the weave attempts to undo the effects they may change the former warriors into
something far far worse the spoils of war with mankind s help the weave is
finally on the verge of victory against the amplitur until an alien scholar
uncovers a terrifying truth earthlings might not even be capable of being
civilized and a shadowy group of powerful humans is already poised to unleash
war across the entire galaxy this ebook features an illustrated biography of
alan dean foster including rare images from the author s collection

Impossible Places

2013-04-29

jonathan meriweather trapped in the strange world where animals walk and talk
and where he as the spellsinger possesses unearthly powers has faced any number
of perils since clothahump the wizard called him from his own world to help in
the war against the evil of the greendowns now jonathan with clothahump and
mudge the otter faces the greatest challenge of all for the mysterious
perambulator is threatening the very fabric of the universe unless jonathan and
his company can stop him

Cyber Way

2013-02-25

Prodigals

2022-07-31

Running From the Deity

2013-02-25

Midworld

2013-04-29

Drowning World

2013-07-25

The Damned Trilogy

2017-05-30



To the Vanishing Point

1999-12

The Paths of the Perambulator

2013-08-29
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